2008 Film Tournament at Chicago Open / BASQUE, by Yogesh Raut and Ray Luo.
"The Underrepresentation of Film in Everyday Life."

2 pts for powers, -1 pt for interrupts.

==================================================================================
BEGIN ROUND 1.

40.  RL: american.
The protagonist of this film has written Death at the Double X Ranch, though he is later told to "leave death to the professionals" by a man he keeps mistakenly call Callaghan.  At a lecture at the British Cultural Center, he is asked to give an opinion on James Joyce, but instead the hero of this film talks about his latest novel, telling Popescu that it's a murder mystery.  A shot of Anna Schmidt's cat jumping off the balcony to her favorite friend prefigures the main entrance of a character in a dark corner of the street wearing an enigmatic smile.  Joseph Harbin's body is found in a grave intended for a criminal who sold diluted penicillin to the sick in Vienna, as played by Orson Welles.  FTP name this Carol Reed film based on a Graham Greene story about an extra witness to a death, Harry Lime.
	ANSWER: The Third Man

39.  RL: foreign.
One character in this work imitates the T-shape of a tree twig, then plants tomatoes in the wild that are quickly abandoned.  Another character gets clothes from Teresa, a widow who always eats on her feet.  A discussion about how everything is pointless unless even a pebble has meaning is given by a performer who earlier ate speghetti on a tightrope.  That fool also yelled "there's a telephone call for you" while another character tried to expand his lungs, leading to a chase that lands him in jail.  A trumpet-playing "artichoke head" tells the protagonist "if I don't stay with you who will?," but his cover-up of a road-side murder leads him to abandon Gelsomina, whom he had trained to "sing and dance like Rosa."  FTP name this film about Zampano's traveling circus, a Federico Fellini work starring Anthony Quinn.
	ANSWER: La strada; or The Road

38.  RL: director.
Ingrid Thulin plays a mother who is raped by her own son in this man's film about the collapse of the Essenbeck family, which also contains a noted gay orgy of stormtroopers.  Farley Granger plays an Austrian lieutenant who uses Livia Serpieri's money to bribe army doctors in his film about a countess's betrayal of her own country.  In addition to Damned and Senso, he filmed Alain Delon as he tries to keep his family together, and watches his brother Simone rape his whore Nadia.  He employed amateur actors using an obscure dialect for his film about some Sicilian fishermen based on a Giovanni Verga novel.  In addition to the aforementioned Rocco and His Brothers and La terra trema, he made The Postman Always Rings Twice into Ossessione.  FTP name this Italian director who used his trademark long takes in adaptations of The Stranger, Death in Venice, and The Leopard, a sometime neorealist.
	ANSWER: Luchino Visconti

37.  RL: american.
An important plot line in this film involves the protagonists' drawing in the sand, which in the real world would be wiped out by the storm.  Near the end, one character remarks that another character's hand seems too big for his race, to which he replies that he's actually part Spanish.  The protagonist is earlier told to remove her pant suit, because it makes her look unfeminine, and earlier she sneaks into a gathering in which women are pawns in a sort of marriage game in Biskra, and gets caught.  She is visited by the novelist Raoul de St. Hubert after she leaves her brother Aubrey and gets abducted, but she would reject him after she is abducted again by Omair and rescued by her initial abductor.  In the sequel, the son of the titular character is kidnapped by his lover's father.  FTP name this film in which Diana Mayo is loved by the titular Arab chief and womanizer played by Rudolph Valentino.
	ANSWER: The Sheik

36.  RL: american.
One character in this film warns against the use of beer with aspirin, and comforts the protagonist with the assertion that "if you're afraid of dying it shows you have a life worth keeping."  Later, the protagonist tells him that "your death will the first real thing to happen to you" after learning of his affair with Kay, but he escapes from Masanga with the help of Junju.  These two characters first meet on the roads of Mgambo, where they exchange a uniform and a soccer t-shirt after Nicholas Garrigan shoots a cow to save it from more suffering.  Gillian Anderson plays the humanitarian Sarah Merrit, but it's another performance that required builking up with bananas and beans that was deemed Oscar worthy.  FTP name this film about Ugandan dictator Idi Amin that won the best actor Oscar for Forest Whitaker.
	ANSWER: The Last King of Scotland

35.  RL: theme.
In one film about it, Zanfield is convinced to let Hank negotiate, and the spotlight man yells that "you couldn't sing if you had a search light" just after a song about it, which notes that "a million hearts beat quicker there."  Walter Winchell called it the Big Gulch, the goal of it all, and according to a Cole Porter song, you don't monkey with it.  Bobby Van jumps around like a rabbit in a song about it in Small Town Girl, while Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers reenact a Scottish scene in "My One and Only Fling", a song from their last film together about the Barkleys of this place.  Mickey Rooney imitates Carmen in the song "Ma Yo Quiero" in a musical about the babes of this place, which is also the title of the melody of 1936, 1938, and 1940, and best picture of 1929.  FTP name this street, home to expensive theatres.
	ANSWER: Broadway

34.  RL: performer.
She tells some guys to "get your resumes out" in one role in which her bed in the office is likened to an unending piece of lumber from another film.  In that role, she later sings "Gotta Taste All the Fruit" while onstage as Leticia Van Allen.  She also appears onstage as Mademoiselle Fifi playing Peaches O'Day in Every Day's a Holiday, and also sings numbers like "I Wonder Where My Easy Rider's Gone" in another film.  She falls in love with a gangster played by George Raft in Night After Night, and flirts with a mechanic as movie star Mavis Arden in Go West Young Man.  Returning to film with My Little Chickadee and the aforementioned Myra Breckinridge, she said "a hard man is good to find," and "why don't you come up and see me some time" in such films as I'm No Angel and She Done Him Wrong.  FTP name this actress famous for her sexual innuendos in witty one-liners.
	ANSWER: Mae West

33.  RL: foreign.
In one moment in this work, a party goes out to look for a black poodle named Zeus who can do two-legged tricks, but the protagonist is mesmerized instead by wind-blown flagpoles.  That dog belongs to Marta, who has a hippopotamus's leg for a table leg, and was raised in Kenya, where she claims "6 million blacks want to throw out 60,000 whites."  One character notes that Rumianca is the only company that didn't go under, because it invented a new soap for the bidet, and tells the protagonist that he has no idea where the billions go during such a crisis at the stock exchange.  One shot shows the protagonist and Anita flying amidst nimbostratus clouds after she has broken up with her boyfriend Riccardo.  Piero is a stock agent and Vittoria is the daughter of a stock player, but they can't fall in love.  The last film in a trilogy of alienation that began with L'avventura, FTP name this film that ends with the night lamp going off, a metaphor for modern society, a work by Michelangelo Antonioni that has shown up in bonus parts of tournaments this year.
	ANSWER: L'eclisse; or Eclipse

32.  RL: director.
In one of his films, a disembodied hand is pursued by a woman on morphine, and only the servants would dare enter the house in which the guests find themselves.  Florence tells Rafael "your open mind has a synthetic world view" in another of his films, and later Rafael is shot after reaching for a lamb under the table.  Lil Eyes looks for his dad and a blind man is beat up by the gang in a film released as The Forgotten Ones, while a blind man plays Jesus in a version of the last supper in which Silvia Pinal plays the titular Viridiana.  In addition to The Exterminating Angels and The Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie, he described scorpions in the introduction to The Age of Gold.  FTP name this director who created Un chien Andalou with Salvador Dali.
	ANSWER: Luis Bunuel

31.  RL: american.
She tells her bandaged lover that because she can't see his face, "it'd be like doing it with a stranger," but that patient now named Anderson, remarks that "the part that counts is still the same."  Claiming that "he went down just like in the movies", Bunyon is in disbelief over the survival of her beau Dalton Ford.  She uses the help of Oscar and the rest of the Anti-Slavery Neighborhood Committee to sabotage a deal by crashing a plane, and sends Elias's castrated member to his lover Madame Katherine Wall.  Taking the alias Misty Cotton, she is sent with Claudia to bribe Judge Fenton with some lovin, but she is annoyed with his "meat shortage," and charges him with "assault with an undeadly blunt instrument."  Avenging the death of her bro Link, an heroine addict, FTP name this titular blaxploitation character played by Pam Grier.
	ANSWER: Foxy Brown

30.  YR: american.
She is the granddaughter of “the incomparable Bessie Denker.” Her last name reflects creator William March’s interest in graphology and foreshadows her obsession with a penmanship medal. Monica Breedlove foolishly protects her, while Eileen Heckart won a Golden Globe as the mother of Claude Daigle, who, like the creepy janitor Leroy, is one of her victims. The film in which she appears sticks very closely to the Maxwell Anderson play it is based on, even ending with a literal curtain call in which she gets spanked; the major difference is a Production Code-imposed coda which sees her felled by a random bolt of lightning. Patty McCormack was Oscar-nominated for portraying, FTP, what title character of a stagy 1956 thriller about a girl who seems to have been born evil?
	ANSWER: Rhoda Penmark (accept first or last name) or The Bad Seed

29.  YR: performer.
Indira Gandhi was assassinated on her way to be interviewed by this man; he was close enough to hear the shots. Longtime president of the World Federalist Movement and author of novels like The Old Man and Mr. Smith and Krumnagel, he earned an Oscar nomination for the screenplay of Hot Millions, a DGA nomination for directing Billy Budd, and 2 Tony nominations for his play Romanoff and Juliet. His 3 Emmys include one for playing Socrates in Barefoot in Athens, and he won a Grammy for narrating Peter and the Wolf and a Golden Globe for portraying Nero in Quo Vadis? FTP, name this polymath whose 2 Oscars came as a member of a gang of thieves in Topkapi and a slavedriver in Spartacus, and who starred in Death on the Nile and Evil Under the Sun as Hercule Poirot.
	ANSWER: Peter Ustinov

28.  YR: director.
His acting roles include the Master of Caius College in Chariots of Fire and the War Minister in Prisoner of Honor. Born in Bangalore, India, he authored a critical study of John Ford while also working as a filmmaker. He began with documentaries like a famous study of Covent Garden workers, Every Day Except Christmas, and entered features with a 1963 adaptation of David Storey’s novel about a rugby player, This Sporting Life. FTP, name this man who directed Bette Davis and Lillian Gish in The Whales of August and is best known for 3 films featuring Malcolm McDowell as Mick Travis: 1982’s Britannia Hospital, 1973’s O Lucky Man!, and 1968’s If….
	ANSWER: Lindsay Anderson

27.  YR: theme.
Two of the most famous films of this movement are Blood of the Condor and Death of a Bureaucrat. Its manifesto, published in the OSPAAAL journal Tricontinental, begins with the Frantz Fanon quote, “we must discuss, we must invent.…” Rejecting the “cinema of mystification or anti-historicism,” it was founded by two members of the Grupo Cine Liberación, Fernando Solanas and Octavio Getino. FTP, name this Marxist-influenced Latin American film movement whose name derives from its positioning as an alternative to both the bourgeois studio system and individualist auteur filmmaking.
	ANSWER: Third Cinema or Tercer Cine

26.  YR: american.
Originally named Daniel Robitaille, he was hired to paint a portrait of Caroline, the daughter of a wealthy landowner. After their relationship resulted in Caroline’s pregnancy, he was killed by a mob; a comment made by a young boy at the lynching resulted in the name he is known by. Caroline McKeever, Annie Tarrant, and Helen Lyle have been menaced by him in three movies, the first two of which were scored by Philip Glass. First appearing in the short story “The Forbidden” by Clive Barker, this is, FTP, what Tony Todd-portrayed slasher-film antagonist, who was killed by bees and who can be summoned by saying his name five times?
	ANSWER: Candyman

25.  YR: foreign.
The last performance of celebrated actress Setsuko Hara was in a 1962 film of this story. A 1963 adaptation in which all the characters are dogs was Hayao Miyazaki’s first credit as an animator, while Chiezo Kataoka starred in versions made in 1928, 1934, 1938, 1959, and 1963, the latter transplanted to the yakuza genre. It was first filmed in 1907, and a 1910 recording of Onoe Matsunosuke’s kabuki production is the oldest surviving Japanese film. The famed 1941 version, directed by Kenji Mizoguchi, starred Yoshizaburo Arashi as the villainous Lord Asano and Chojuro Kawarasaki as alcoholism-feigning hero Oishi. Based on actual 18th-century events, this is, FTP, what samurai tale of revenge and loyalty climaxing with a mass suicide?
	ANSWER: Chushingura or The 47 Ronin (prompt on related answers)

24.  YR: american.
Three regulars from The Bob Newhart Show appear in this movie: Jack Riley, as a doctor; Peter Bonerz, as a man who commits suicide after accidentally killing his friend; and Newhart himself, as a nervous authority figure. Despite being the third film of a director who was Oscar-nominated for his previous two, it was outperformed critically and commercially by a similarly-themed Robert Altman movie released the same year. Buck Henry, who wrote the screenplay, plays a power-mad military officer, and Anthony Perkins was ironically cast as the most sane character, a philosophical chaplain. Co-starring Orson Welles, Martin Balsam, Martin Sheen, Jon Voight, and Art Garfunkel, this is, FTP, what 1970 Mike Nichols anti-war black comedy with Alan Arkin as John Yossarian?
	ANSWER: Catch-22

23.  YR: performer.
This man’s last onscreen role was opposite Harold Pinter and Rebecca Pidgeon in the David Mamet short film Catastrophe. Ironically for a man known for his voice, two of his final parts were silent cameos, in Elizabeth and the Branagh Hamlet. Oscar-nominated as French King Louis VII in Becket, he gave rare lead performances in Alfred Hitchcock’s Secret Agent, Peter Greenaway’s Prospero’s Books, and Alain Resnais’ Providence. His one-man show Ages of Man won a Grammy, a Tony, and an Emmy, and he won an Oscar for portraying Hobson, the protective butler of a millionaire drunk played by Dudley Moore in Arthur. FTP, name this legendary stage star who is usually paired with Laurence Olivier as the two best classically-trained Shakespearean actors of the 20th century.
	ANSWER: John Gielgud

22.  YR: american.
Like Juno, the movie that beat it for an Academy Award, this film features The Velvet Underground’s “I’m Sticking With You” on its soundtrack, in this case over its closing credits. It begins in Sun City, Arizona, where an elderly man named Leonard smears feces on a wall. This necessitates calls to his son, a Bertolt Brecht scholar, and his daughter, an aspiring playwright, who are forced to put him in a nursing home. One of three movies written by a woman to earn a 2007 Best Original Screenplay Oscar nomination, this is, FTP, what Tamara Jenkins film starring Philip Bosco, Philip Seymour Hoffman, and an Oscar-nominated Laura Linney as the members of the title family?
	ANSWER: The Savages

21.  YR: american.
It is discovered by LSD-using scientist Warren Chapin. Its first victim is a mute woman, but after Dr. Chapin’s hot-but-bitchy wife releases it, it heads for an inexplicably packed screening of the 1921 silent film Tol’able David. Realizing what has happened, Chapin turns toward the camera and directly addresses the audience, shouting, “Scream … scream for your lives!” – at which point, courtesy of “Percepto,” filmgoers were supposed to feel a vibration from a tiny electrical buzzer wired to their seat (though few actually did). This monster that thrives on fear and can only be defeated by screaming loudly is the titular menace of, FTP, what gimmicky 1959 thriller, an early experiment in interactive cinema from schlockmeister William Castle?
	ANSWER: The Tingler (or The Tingler)

20.  YR: american.
The stars of this movie reunited with screenwriter Andrew Bergman for the last film directed by John Cassavetes, Big Trouble – but lightning did not strike twice. One main character agrees to do a seemingly innocent favor for the other, only to find himself being flown to “Tijada” on Wong Airlines, dodging sniper bullets by running in a “serpentine” pattern, and facing a firing squad commanded by an insane Latin American dictator who talks to a puppet drawn on his hand, played by Richard Libertini. That protagonist, mild-mannered dentist Sheldon Kornpett, eventually realizes that Vince Ricardo is actually with the CIA, and so they happily watch Sheldon’s daughter marry Vince’s son in, FTP, what wild 1979 comedy starring Alan Arkin and Peter Falk?
	ANSWER: The In-Laws

19.  YR: performer.
This woman guest-starred an artist who breaks up with Jerry and paints a portrait of Kramer on an episode of Seinfeld. She frequently works with indie directors like Tom Dicillo and Nicole Holofcener, but her two Oscar nominations have come for slightly more visible roles: a Pulitzer Prize-winning author in a serious biopic and an amoral lesbian in a cynical comedy. She plays real-life murderess Gertrude Baniszewski in what will almost certainly be the most disturbing film of 2008, An American Crime. FTP, name this co-star of Lovely & Amazing, The Interpreter, Capote, and Into the Wild who may be best known as Maxine in Being John Malkovich and Trish in The 40-Year-Old Virgin.
	ANSWER: Catherine Keener

18.  YR: performer.
The plot of Agatha Christie’s The Mirror Crack’d was inspired by a true story about this actress: a fan with German measles snuck out of quarantine to give her a kiss, resulting in her daughter being born mentally retarded. Called by Darryl F. Zanuck “undeniably the most beautiful woman in movie history,” she received her lone Oscar nomination for portraying a psychopath who deliberately throws herself down a staircase to abort a pregnancy and coldly watches as her brother-in-law drowns. In another classic noir, she plays a dead woman who turns out to be not so dead after all. FTP, name this star of Heaven Can Wait, The Razor’s Edge, and Leave Her to Heaven who had title roles in The Ghost and Mrs. Muir and Laura.
	ANSWER: Gene Tierney

17.  YR: performer.
A descendant of the woman whose life formed the basis for The King and I, this man was oddly cast as a Chicago gangster murdered in a bowling alley in Scarface. By the 1960s, he was reduced to appearing in AIP’s Bikini Beach and The Ghost in the Invisible Bikini, but he had one last triumph in Peter Bogdanovich’s Targets. A 1965 episode of Shindig saw him cover the Bobby Pickett novelty song he had inspired, and in 1966 he narrated an immortal Christmas special. Contrary to popular belief, he was not in the film version of Arsenic and Old Lace, though he is referenced several times in the script. FTP, name this portrayer of The Ghoul and The Mummy who is best known NOT as the title character in James Whale’s Frankenstein.
	ANSWER: Boris Karloff (né William Henry Pratt)

16.  YR: director.
This man had his name removed from Altered States after clashing with director Ken Russell. His scripts have earned Oscar nominations for Kim Stanley, as a Marilyn Monroe-like actress in The Goddess, and Carolyn Jones, as a philosophical nymphomaniac in The Bachelor Party. He won his second Academy Award for a film in which a doctor is jolted out of depression by an affair with a hippie chick – played by Diana Rigg – whose father is a serial killer, while his first was for adapting his own teleplay about a lonely Bronx butcher, and his third came for the film that popularized the phrase, “I’m as mad as hell and I’m not going to take this anymore!” FTP, name this nemesis of Vanessa Redgrave who scripted The Americanization of Emily, The Hospital, Marty, and Network.
	ANSWER: Paddy Chayefsky (né Sidney Aaron Chayefski)

15.  YR: american.
Pat Sajak has a small role as an anchorman in this film, and another game show host, Art Fleming, plays himself. At one point, someone asks for a “little breather,” then turns around to see Hervé Villechaize. Jack Jones and Sonny Bono also have cameos, while Rip Torn does a Ronald Reagan impression. Among the many Canadian cast members are Raymond Burr and John Vernon; this is probably due to Canadian TV star Ken Finkleman being the writer-director. Featuring confusion between Oveur, Unger, and Dunn and the line “I don’t think I’ll ever get over Macho Grande,” this is, FTP, what 1982 comedy starring William Shatner as Buck Murdock, the sequel to a 1980 Robert Hays and Julie Hagerty-starring disaster spoof made by the Zucker/Abrahams/Zucker team?
	ANSWER: Airplane II: The Sequel

14.  YR: american.
Praised by Lester Bangs for its “lunar purity,” this movie featuring songs like “Choo Choo Ch’Boogie” and “Shook Out of Shape” was filmed on a $38,000 budget, which was apparently enough to get both Vilmos Zsigmond and László Kovács as cinematographers. Jerry takes his girlfriend Angie to the carnival, only for the stripper Carmelita to lure him backstage; her sister Estrella, a Gypsy fortune teller he had earlier scoffed at, then uses “Hallucinogenic Hypnovision” to turn him into a killer. Directed by Ray Dennis Steckler, who also stars under the name “Cash Flagg,” this is, FTP, what “world’s first monster musical,” a 1964 MST3K-worthy classic which may have 11 or 12 words in its title, depending on how you count “Mixed-Up”?
	ANSWER: The Incredibly Strange Creatures Who Stopped Living and Became Mixed-Up Zombies

13.  YR: american.
This character is mocked with a passage from Francis Bacon’s “On Truth,” and later quotes 1 Corinthians 13:13. He is energized by finding out that one woman’s first name is Clarissa, but the attentions of Susan cause him to fumble with his hat. He follows in the footsteps of his murdered father, a newspaper publisher, by printing a magazine called “Boys’ Stuff.” Another project, a proposed National Boys’ Camp, comes into conflict with his mentor’s plans for the Willet Creek Dam, leading to a poignant encounter with Saunders at the Lincoln Memorial that inspires him to shout, “Either I’m dead right or I’m crazy!” on the floor of Congress. FTP, name this naïve freshman senator played by James Stewart in a 1939 Frank Capra film that sees him go “to Washington.”
	ANSWER: Jefferson Smith or “Mr. Smith”

12.  YR: performer.
This woman dueted on “You’re the One for Me” with Australian cricketer Brett Lee in 2006, and was the subject of a 1997 song declaring that “Everybody needs a bosom for a pillow” by the British band Cornershop. She also collaborated with Kronos Quartet on a 2005 tribute album to her husband, R. D. Burman. In the 1998 film Saaz, a fictionalized version of her was played by Shabana Azmi. After her first success opposite Mohammed Rafi in 1957’s Naya Daur, she transitioned to pop songs with 1966’s Teesri Manzil, featuring “Aaja Aaja,” and first performed serious ghazals in 1981’s Umrao Jaan. FTP, name this legendary Bollywood playback singer who has competed for the title of “world’s most prolific recording artist” with her elder sister, Lata Mangeshkar.
	ANSWER: Asha Bhosle

11.  YR: director.
This narrator of Phantom of the Paradise and author of the screenplays Assault on the Queen and Patterns played himself in The Man in the Funny Suit, a 1960 TV play starring Keenan Wynn and Ed Wynn as themselves in the story of how Ed, a vaudeville star, gained the courage to play a serious role as “Mountain” McClintock’s trainer. In one of his scripts, military honors are described as a “fruit salad” and it is suggested that they are for “neutrality, evasiveness, and fence-straddling.” Another ends with George Taylor screaming, “You maniacs! You blew it up! GOD DAMN YOU ALL TO HELL!!” FTP, name this 6-time Emmy winner and screenwriter of Seven Days in May and Planet of the Apes who is better known for the television series Night Gallery and The Twilight Zone.
	ANSWER: Rod Serling

10.  YR: performer.
Sidney Lumet directed this man as “Charles Dobbs,” a version of John le Carré’s hero George Smiley, in 1966’s The Deadly Affair, and he was twice cast as Erwin Rommel. Among his great performances that remain unavailable on DVD are those as a spying valet in 5 Fingers, the tyrannical guardian of a pianist in The Seventh Veil, and a drug-abusing schoolteacher who yells, “God was WRONG!” in Bigger Than Life. Oscar-nominated as a millionaire who marries a plain-Jane in Georgy Girl and a lawyer described as “the prince of fucking darkness” in The Verdict, he is better known for portraying an alcoholic movie star who drowns himself, the captain of a proto-nuclear submarine, and a professor who lusts after a teenage girl. FTP, name this man who played Norman Maine, Captain Nemo, and Humbert Humbert in, respectively, A Star Is Born, 20000 Leagues Under the Sea, and Lolita.
	ANSWER: James Mason

09.  YR: performer.
Debuting in 1958’s Nowhere to Go, this woman became the only actress to win an Academy Award for portraying an Academy Award winner. In one film, she was memorably pissed off by Diana Rigg singing “You’re the Top,” while another saw her reluctantly encourage the musical talents of Delores Van Cartier. Her performance as an egocentric teacher who idiotically embraces Fascism, leading to the death of one of her students and an act of betrayal by another, won a 1969 Best Actress Oscar. She earned her first Oscar nomination for playing Desdemona opposite Laurence Olivier’s Othello; other nominated roles include a cloying chaperone to a young woman in Florence and a snotty matron who tells a movie producer that she isn’t going to see his film. FTP, name this star of A Room with a View and Gosford Park who is today known as Harry Potter’s Minerva McGonagall.
	ANSWER: Maggie Smith

08.  YR: american.
One woman with this name is an actress who got a 1983 Tony nomination for Passion and was a regular on Chicago Hope. The more famous possessor, a character inspired by Beulah Annan, was played by Phyllis Haver in a 1927 silent film based on a Maurine Dallas Watkins play. Gingers Rogers portrayed her as a misguided naïf in a 1942 romantic comedy, but in her most famous incarnation she kills Fred Casely, fakes a pregnancy, performs “Funny Honey” and “Nowadays,” and turns her husband Amos into “Mr. Cellophane.” FTP, name this woman who is good to Mama Morton, gets defended by Billy Flynn, and partners with Velma Kelly, the murderess played by Renée Zellweger in the 2002 film Chicago.
	ANSWER: Roxie (or Roxanne) Hart (accept either first or last name)

07.  YR: american.
Dom DeLuise has a wrenching cameo in this movie as a computer technician. It begins with Warren Black dreaming about a bullfight, and at the end he understands his dream, saying, “The matador … it’s me.” Colonel Cascio shouts “I’m smarter than you!” after hitting General Bogan on the head. Professor Groteschele, first seen slapping a hot woman, is the only advisor to recommend a full-scale assault. Major characters such as Marshal Nevsky and the Soviet Premier never appear onscreen; the latter’s words are heard only through a translator played by Larry Hagman. Ending with a disturbing countdown, this is, FTP, what 1964 Sidney Lumet film starring Henry Fonda as the US President, that, sadly, is often remembered today only as the serious version of Dr. Strangelove?
	ANSWER: Fail-Safe

06.  YR: american.
The main theme from this movie became the Liza Minnelli song “It Was a Good Time.” An entire town was built from scratch on Dingle Peninsula in order to withstand the storm that figures in the biggest scene. Like Hiroshima, Mon Amour, it shows a woman’s head being shaved as punishment for a liaison with an enemy soldier; that woman, Rosy, is married to Charles Shaughnessy but has an affair with Major Doryan, who subsequently commits suicide using IRA explosives. Like the director’s two previous films, it had Freddie Young cinematography, Maurice Jarre music, and a Robert Bolt screenplay; unlike them, it got poor reviews, and so the director did not make another movie until 1984’s A Passage to India. Starring Sarah Miles, Robert Mitchum, Trevor Howard, and Leo McKern and featuring an Oscar-winning performance by John Mills, this is, FTP, what 1970 David Lean film?
	ANSWER: Ryan’s Daughter

05.  RL: foreign.
About an hour into this film, the waves of the sea are contrasted with the waves of the people over whom the camera rocks like a sling.  Tristan Fleuri appears variously as an innkeeper, an agitator, and a scullion, while the globe is superimposed against the protagonist's wife, a woman whose lips he earlier mistook for Paris.  Scherer calls the plans of the titular character those of a mad man, and his daring escape from Ajaccio using the French flag for his sails is followed by battle atop Little Gibraltar in the siege of Toulon.  Beginning with a snowball fight in Brienne, FTP name this film with music by Arthur Honegger that concludes in polyvision, a split screen view of the Italian conquests of the titular military leader, directed by Abel Gance.
	ANSWER: Napoleon

04.  RL: american.
She imagines her boyfriend to be "a character in a book" when they first met, and tries to arrange a deal with Tom Branca involving her husband.  She's a natural cougher: "some ain't got it, not a lump," and she tells Keeney that she's "a bagel on a plate full of onion rolls" before roller skating.  She admires "Sadie Sadie married lady," and appeared in Chicken Lake ballet after showing up pregnant to sing of the "beautiful reflection of my love's affection," in the song "His Love Makes You Beautiful."  She fixes the "ruffled shirt" of the one who gave her a blue marble egg, the gambler Arnstein, and sings to him that "people who need people, are the luckiest people in the world."  Don't "rain on the parade" of, FTP this "greatest star" of Florenz Ziegfeld played by best-actress-Oscar-winner Barbara Streisand in a titular film, whose stage name is Fanny Brice, and tells jokes for a living.
	ANSWER: Funny Girl; accept "Fanny Brice" before it is mentioned

03.  RL: american.
He made a "stupendous contribution to the Association for the Beautification of the Graves of the Glorious Dead," according to Mrs. Merriweather.  He believes that "with enough courage, [one] can do without a reputation," and joined the battle of Franklin because he has "a weakness for lost causes once they are really lost."  He always gets paid, saving his assets in Liverpool, and once put up $150 to dance with the widow Mrs. Charles Hamilton.  Stuck in a horse jail following the Civil War, this visitor to Twelve Oaks marries the widow Mrs. Franklin Kennedy, to whom he gives his hankerchief, and to whom he later exclaims "frankly my dear, I don't give a damn."  FTP name this husband of Scarlett O'Hara in Gone with the Wind played by Clark Gable.
	ANSWER: Rhett Butler; accept either name

02.  RL: foreign.
In one scene in this work, an old man is seen bungy jumping on TV, and the main character's mom mistakens her for Marie-France while claiming to see "the whole world on TV."  An enlarged view of the retina begins and ends this work, in which the boy Antoine is told about a joke in which a doctor gives a patient a laxative to stop coughing when the boy tries to return a necklace.  Lucille finds her father at the strip club where she worked, and Sandrine the lawyer prompts her ex-lover's wife to take up her husband's memento, a theme of Van den Budenmayer's, seriously.  Olivier gets Julie Vignon to finish a commission for the European Council meant to celebrate the formation of the EU, a composition played by 12 orchestras from different nations simultaneously that was left unfinished when Patrice de Courcy died.  FTP name this film starring Juliette Binoche as an angry widow, the first work in a trilogy that includes White and Red, by Krzysztof Kieslowski.
	ANSWER: Trois couleurs: Bleu; or Trzy kolory: Niebieski; or Three Colors: Blue

01.  RL: theme.
In one film by a director from this country, Elsalill falls in love with Sir Archi, one of the murderers of her household, while in another film, the wife of an entomologist, Irene, falls in love with an aviator as well as her husband's best friend.  The story of a fisherman who breaks the British blockade, A Man There Was, was directed by a man from this nation, and he also created a wanderer who gets involved with the widow Halla in The Outlaw and His Wife and a tramp who dies on New Year's Eve in The Phantom Carriage.  The aforementioned Sir Arne's Treasure and Erotikon are by Mauritz Stiller, and another director from this country is the maker of Last Couple Out and Torment, Alf Sjoberg [SEA-berg].  The disappearance of a painter on the island of Baltrum and the merging identities of Alma and Elizabeth Vogler form the bases of films by a disciple of Victor Sjostrom [SEA-strom] from here.  FTP name this nation home to the director of Hour of the Wolf and Persona, Ingmar Bergman.
	ANSWER: Sweden

==================================================================================
END ROUND 1.


